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Abstract. Virtual machine scheduling is the process of selecting the most suitable server in cloud 
data centers to deploy newly created VMs. The optimal placement is important for improving 
resource utilization and reducing resource wastage in a cloud computing environment. In this article, 
we propose an Self-Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization for the virtual machine scheduling 
problem. Our algorithm focuses on efficient VM allocation to physical servers in order to minimize 
the total resource wastage and the number of servers used. Simulation experiments were designed to 
evaluate the proposed algorithm with performance and scalability. Its solution performance are 
compared with PSO and GPSO scheduling strategies. The results show that the proposed algorithm 
is more efficient and effective than the methods we compared to. 

Introduction 
Cloud computing is the latest development of parallel computing, grid computing and distributed 

computing [1]. The adoption and deployment of cloud computing platforms have many attractive 
benefits, such as reliability, quality of service and robustness[2].There are some key technologies 
that make cloud computing possible. One of the most important is virtualization which has made the 
task no longer assigned to a physical machine, but made the user’s requests to be mapped to a 
virtual machine, while the virtual machine can be mapped to different physical machines. 

Virtual machine scheduling is a process of mapping virtual machines to physical machines. As 
virtualization is a core technology of cloud computing, virtual machine (VM) scheduling has 
become a hot topic recently. U.S. Economist Special Report shows that the current physical 
resource utilization of cloud data centers is generally only maintained at 5% to 20% [3]. Therefore, 
a large number of servers are in idle state. With the use of server virtualization technology, the same 
server can run multiple virtual machines, and it also can adjust the capacity of virtual machine 
dynamically [4]. So virtual machine scheduling is an important approach for improving resource 
utilization in cloud infrastructures. However, the majority of the studies on virtual machine 
scheduling focus on resource utilization [5], load balancing [6] or QOS(Quality Of Service)[7], few 
researches consider the balance of resource utilization. If the owners of cloud data centers cannot 
effectively deal with different types of VM requests, some resources may become overloaded while 
the others remain underutilized. Eventually, such unbalanced use of resources may result in the 
unnecessary activation of physical servers [8]. To this regard, choosing the most appropriate target 
physical machine to place VMs can minimize resource wastage. 

In conclusion, although researches have achieved some results in the field of virtual resources 
scheduling, there are still some shortcomings. For example, the existing works are not fully 
consider the diversity of cloud resources, the utilization of cloud resources is not balance which lead 
to the wastage of cloud resources, the utilization of cloud resources is low, and so on. To solve 
above problems, we proposed a resource utilization balance model and proposed an SA_PSO to 
solve this model. 

Resource Utilization Balance Model 
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As the infrastructure is fully virtualized in cloud computing environment, all the applications 
run on VMs and these VMs are placement on physical servers. So the problem of VM scheduling 
can be considered as the multidimensional vector packing problems. The size of VM can be seen as 
a d-dimensional vector and each dimension represent one type of the cloud resources(example CPU, 
memory, bandwidth). For example, Figure shows three VMs deployed on one server where each 
VM has two dimensions(CPU, memory). We can see that this server will not be able to deploy a 
new VM because the CPU utilization is too high although there also have a lot of memory resources. 
This will lead to a waste of these memory resources. So the utilization of each resource should be 
balanced because unbalanced use of resources may prevent any further VM deployment thus 
wasting cloud resources. The utilization of different types of cloud resources on each server may 
vary greatly with different VM scheduling strategy. Our main objective is to balance the utilization 
of different types of cloud resources. 
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Figure1 three VMs run on a server 

Resource Utilization Balance Model 
The remaining resources available on each server depend upon the VM placement strategy used 

while deploying the VMs on physical servers. Therefore, it is always desired that the VMs should 
be deployed in such a way so as to minimize the total resource wastage. To fully utilize 
multi-dimensional resources, following equation is used to calculate the potential cost of the wasted 
resources [9]: 
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Here, jW  represent the resource wastage of jth server, p
jU  and m

jU  represent normalized 

CPU and memory utilization i.e. ratio of the used resource to the total resource. c
jR  and m

jR  
represent the normalized remaining CPU and memory resource i.e. ratio of remaining resource to 
the total resource.ε  is a small positive number and its value is set to 0.0001. The key idea behind 
the above equation is to balance the remaining resources along different dimensions and to make 
the effective use of the resources in all dimensions. 

Model Formulation 
Suppose that there are n VMs that are to be placed on m servers. Let us assume that none of the 

VMs requires more resources that can be provided by any single server. Let c
jR  and m

jR be the CPU 

and memory demand of ith VM, where c
jT  and m

jT are the CPU and memory thresholds of jth server. 
A binary variable ijx indicates that ith VM is running on the jth server. The variable jy indicates 
whether the server is turned on or off. Since, the objective is to minimize the total resource wastage; 
the placement problem can be formulated as: 
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Subject to: 
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VM Scheduling Strategy Based On SA_PSO 
Particle Swarm Optimization 
PSO is an intelligent optimization algorithm that is based on swarm intelligence and was first 

introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995[10]. PSO is used for solving optimization problems 
that inspired from the characteristics of population behavior, each particle represents a potential 
solution and represented by velocity and current position. Each particle corresponds to a fitness 
value that determined by the fitness function, and the fitness value can judge the merits of the 
particles. The velocity determines its moving direction and can dynamically adjust with the best 
experience of their own and other particles. Particles can update their speed and position by 
individual extreme and global extreme in each iteration. Original PSO updates its velocity and 
position by the following:  

1
1 1 2 2( ) ( )t t t t t t

id id id id gd idV V c r P X c r P Xω+ = + − + −                                 (7) 
1 1t t t

id id idX X V+ += +                                                      (8) 
Where t is the current number of iterations; t

idV  represents the speed of ith particle; t
idX  indicates 

the position of the ith particle; t
idP and t

gdP denotes the local best and global best positions of a 
particle;ω is the inertia weight; 1c and 2c are two positive numbers called learning factors; 1r and 2r are 
two random numbers in interval[0,1]. 

Self-Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization 
Researches and practices show that PSO has some characteristics as fast convergence and good 

robustness. But it also has some defects. Such as premature convergence, search accuracy and the 
late iterative efficiency are not high[10]. In order to improve the global convergence of the PSO, we 
have improved the original PSO as the following: 

Inertia weightω has a great influence on the performance of PSO, it has a tendency to expand the 
search space and the ability to explore new areas. Analyzing the inertia weightω of the formula(5) 
we can find: 1t

idV + will has a small opportunity  to close the global optimal position ( t
gdP )and history 

optimal of current individual( t
idP ) when the value ofω is large, therefore 1t

idV + will deviate from the 
optimal position and make it possible to explore the better position. It will increase new exploration 
and beneficial to find the global optimal point as soon as possible that is very beneficial in the early 
iteration, but disadvantageous in the later iteration because it is not beneficial for the global 
convergence. When the value ofω is small, contrary to the above situation. Theω was linear 
decreasing with the increase of iterations in general practice[11]. But the general linear decreasing 
strategy would have some problems: a) ω will decrease quickly and can’t keep a larger value for a 
long time at the beginning of the PSO. b) It can find the global optimal point in the early iteration, 
but jump out of the best point because of the value ofω is large thereby reducing the search ability. 
Therefore, inertia weightω should not only change with the number of iterations but also change 
according to the distance between current position and optimal position. In this paper, we proposed 
a new self-adaptive algorithm in order to adjust the value ofω in order to take into account of both 
local and global search ability of particles.  
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Assuming iD represents the distance of the ith particle to the global optimal particle t
gdP , 

pre-designed two parameters related to distance: the maximum distance maxD and the minimum 
distance minD . When iD is greater than the maximum distance maxD , the inertia weightω set as 
maximum weight maxw . When iD is smaller than the maximum distance minD , the inertia weightω set 
as minimum weight minw . When iD is between in minD and maxD , the inertia weightω should be 
nonlinear dynamic adjustment. An adjustment method for self-adaptive inertia weightω is as shown 
in Formula (9). 
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In formula (8), maxT denotes the maximal number of iterations, T represents the current number 
of iterations. From the values ofω we can see thatω will not only reduce with the number of 
iterations but also change with the change of the particle’s fitness value. So that theω of optimal 
particle will has a small value. 

A basic PSO is only suitable for solving continuous problems. But VM scheduling problem is a 
discrete optimization problem. Therefore, we must redefine the parameters and operators of the 
PSO to solve VM scheduling problem. 

1) Encoding Scheme: A two-dimensional encoding scheme is as show in Figure 2 is used for 
solving the VM scheduling problem. The first dimension of a particle is an n-bit binary vector 
where n is the total number of physical servers. Every bit in the first dimension is associated with a 
server. If the bit is ‘1’ it means that the server is in active state and at least one VM is running on it. 
If the bit is ‘0’ then it means that corresponding server is not used. The second dimension contains 
the set of subsets comprising the VMs to be placed on those servers[10] 

1 0 1 …… 1

1,3 2,6,j 5,7,n

1 2 3 i m

……

Servers

Virtual 
Machines

first 
dimension

second 
dimension

 particle  
Figure 2 Two dimensional Encoding Scheme 

2) Parameters and Operators of SA_PSO Used: The parameter and operators of the SA_PSO 
used in this work are presented below[10]: 

a) particle position( t
iX ):The particle position t

iX is redefined as an n-bit vector 
where 1 2( , ,..., )t t t t

i i i inX X X X= ,n represent total number of physical servers in cloud data center. 
If thj bit is 1, it means that thj server is in use state and if the bit is 0 then the corresponding server is 
not used. 

b) particle velocity( t
iV ):The particle velocity t

iV is an n-bit binary vector where 

1 2( , ,..., )t t t t
i i i inV V V V= .The velocity of a particle represents an adjustment decision of the VM 

scheduling solution. If the bit is 1, then the corresponding server and VM running on that server 
must be reevaluated, and the value is 0 otherwise. 

c) subtraction operator: The subtraction operator was redefined to calculate the difference 
between the two VM scheduling solutions. The symbol Θ was used to represent the subtraction 
operator. If a bit of a solution t

iX is equal to corresponding bit of another solution t
jX , then the bit 
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value in the result will be 1, otherwise 0. For example (1,0,0) (1,1,0) (1,0,1)Θ = . 
d) addition operator: The addition operator was used to represent the particle velocity update. 

The velocity update of a particle will be caused by current velocity inertia, local best position and 
global best position. The symbol ⊕ was used to represent the addition operator. Assuming there are 
n physical servers in a cloud data center, then 1 1 2 2( ... )t t t

n nPV PV PV⊕ ⊕ denotes that a particle updates 
its velocity by using 1

tV multiply a probability 1P ,..., t
nV multiply a probability nP . For example, 

0.3(1,0,1,0) ⊕ 0.7(1,1,0,0) = (1, #, #,0) . If the value of # is less than 0.5, then the value of # will be 
set as 0, otherwise 1.  

e)multiplication operator: The multiplication operator was used to update the particle position. 
The symbol ⊗ was used to represent the multiplication operator. 1t t

i iX X +⊗ denotes the particle 
position update operator based on the velocity 1t

iX + . 
The bit value of the position vector is changed when the corresponding bit of the velocity vector 

is ‘1’.If the corresponding bit of the velocity vector is ‘0’ then it shall not be adjusted. For 
example, (1,0,1,0) ⊗ (1,1,0,0) ,where (1,0,1,0) is the position vector and (1,1,0,0) is velocity vector. 
The first and second bit values of velocity vector are equal to 1, then the status of the first and 
second server in the corresponding VM scheduling solution should be updated. 
Finally, the velocity and position update operators are as follows: 

1
1 1 3 3( ) ( )t t t t t t

i id id id gd idV wV c r P X c r P X+ = ⊕ Θ ⊕ Θ                               (14) 
            1 1t t t

i i iX X V+ += ⊗                                                    (15) 
3)Position Update Strategy In SA_PSO: If the bit value in velocity vector is 0, then 

corresponding bit value in position vector is adjusted. Corresponding VMs in current scheduling 
solution will be replaced by the VM set of jth server of current optimal scheduling solution. 

VM Scheduling Algorithm Based On SA_PSO 
The SA_PSO based VM scheduling algorithm deploy VMs on different servers so that resource 

utilization can be more balanced. The algorithm start with random initialization of a population, 
After initialization, all particles traverse in the solution space and move towards to optimal position. 

The detailed process of the algorithm is described as follows: 
Step1 Generating the initial population. 
Step2 Evaluating the fitness function and finding the t

gdP of populations. 
Step3 Update the velocity of each particle according to Equation (14). 
Step4 Update the position of each particle according to Equation (15). After updating the 

position, the scheduling solution may not be feasible, i.e. a single VM may be deployed on two 
different servers. So these repeated VMs must be removes from corresponding server for achieving 
a feasible solution. But the removing operation may delete the non-repetitive VMs. Therefore, these 
accidently deleted VMs must be reallocated.  

Step5 The reallocating operation adopts the random allocation strategy. While allocating the 
VMs, one of the active servers will be considered randomly. If none of active servers can allocate 
this VM, then a new server is turned on and the current VM is deployed on this server. 

Step6 Update t
idP by selecting the best position among every particle. 

Step7 Return the t
gdP position which represents the global optimal VM placement solution. 

Step8 Repeat Step2～Step7 for specify the number of times. 
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Experiment and analysis 
In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed model and algorithm, this paper designe 2 

experiment. Experiment 1 to verify the model and algorithm proposed in this paper can balance per 
physical machine utilization rate of resources, reduce waste of resources; Experiment 2 shows that 
the model can increase the utilization rate of resources. 

The number of physical machines and virtual machine number is always set to the same to 
support each physical machine running a virtual machine. Physical machine processing capacity of 
CPU is 2000 MIPS, memory capacity is 4096 MB. Randomly The attribute of the virtual machine is 
generate randomly, the attribute of CPU is in interval [500,1000] and the attribute of memory is in 
interval [1000,2000]. The number of particles is 1000. The iterations is 100. 

 
Fig3 The result of example1                     Fig4 The result of example2 

We can see SA_PSO can reduce resource wastage from Fig3 and increase resource utilization 
from Fig4 compared to PSO and GPSO[11]. 

Conclusion 
We propose a resource utilization balance model, in this model, VM scheduling problem is 

modeled as a bin-packing problem. We further propose an SA_PSO to solve this model. Simulation 
results show our model can effectively improve the utilization of cloud resources and reduce the 
resource wastage. But in this paper we do not take into account the energy consumption and in the 
subsequent research work to consider cloud data center energy consumption. 
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